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The City of Maple Plain has land in the Painter Creek subwatershed.  In addition to the general 
requirements for Local Management Plans, the following items must be addressed in the city’s 
Local Plan. 
 

 
 

Phosphorus Load Reduction 
The Local Plan must include strategies and specific steps for the achievement of the following 
load reductions assigned to the City of Maple Plain.  These strategies may include operational, 
land use, and capital improvements implemented since 2000, and those planned for the future.  
The Plan must also include a provision for annually reporting progress towards this goal. 
 
Table 1.  Required Annual Phosphorus Load Reductions, City of Maple Plain (in pounds). 
Subwatershed  Receiving Water Annual Reduction 
Painters Creek Jennings Bay 13 
 Total 13 
 
Landlocked Basins 
The HHPLS identified no landlocked subwatershed units in the city, although there may be small 
subdrainage areas that do not outlet except during infrequent events.  The Local Plan must 
identify any significant non-outletting areas discuss and incorporate strategies to minimize new 
volumes and address any flooding issues.     

Figure 1.  Subwatershed drainage areas; reported or modeled drainage issues; and capital projects. 



Flooding or Modeled High Water Locations 
The HHPLS identified no specific locations in Maple Plain where there are known or modeled 
flooding issues (see Figure 1).  The Local Plan must identify any known flooding areas; evaluate 
the associated risks to public health, safety, and property; assess whether the risk of occasional 
flooding is acceptable; and set forth a plan to address the flooding issues.   
 
Flow Velocity and Erosion 
The HHPLS identified no locations where the model indicates existing and future high pipe peak 
flow velocities may require erosion control measures or energy dissipaters at inlets and outlets 
(see Figure 1).  The Local Plan must assess the need for erosion control at this location and any 
other locations where excessive velocities may be contributing to localized erosion.   
 
Land Conservation 
 

 
 
No specific Key Conservation Areas have been identified in Maple Plain.  The Local Plan must 
identify strategies the city will use to protect and conserve the hydrologic and ecologic values of 
the natural areas in the city.    
 
Operations and Maintenance: Previous Projects 
There are no ongoing maintenance obligations for previous District projects. 
 
Potential Capital Projects 
No potential District capital projects have been proposed in Maple Plain. 

Figure 2.  Key Conservation Areas in Maple Plain and adjacent areas. 



Other Issues 
Cities must prepare and submit annually to the District, in a format approved by the MPCA and 
District, a report detailing actions taken in the previous year to implement the requirements of 
the WRMP. 
 
 
 
 
 


